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About This Game

Reload for more shooting action with GundeadliGne, the 2nd title in the Gundemonium Collection - this anime-style side-
scroller brings the intensity of the 'bullet hell' shooter genre to Steam. Take your place as a mercenary and assist in the effort to

prevent the annihilation of mankind by the demons of the underworld. Grab a friend, lock and load your guns - play online
together in co-op mode! Choose from two player characters, and fight to unlock the third! Four levels of difficulty will make
your experience an intense battle. As an added bonus, choose from 6 Matrix Masters with different abilities to help you along

your way.

Key features:

5 levels of bullet hell craziness

Sweet old-school retro anime-style art

Two playable characters and an unlockable third

6 Matrix Masters to choose from

2 unlockable mission modes

11 Steam achievements
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Local two-player multiplayer mode

Steamworks two-player online multiplayer mode

Full online leaderboards

New arranged soundtrack by DM Ashura
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Title: GundeadliGne
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Platine Dispositif
Publisher:
Rockin' Android
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German
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Altitude, like many online multiplayer games, is only as fun as you make it. The game has smooth controls, a well established
sense of "physics", and a sufficient variety of maps and game modes to keep things interesting. However, without any campaign,
and lacking any singular objective outside the tried and true "Score more points than the other guys" method, it becomes little
more than a simple sport to eat up time. Worth playing, but only for a short time. (Unless you just happen to really really like it.)

TL;DR = Should you play it? Sure...I guess. If it's cheap and you have nothing else to do.. For an early access game, this one
blows me away. I love the feeling of floating through space or jetpacking through a spacestation. I always run out of oxygen too
quickly! :D. This game is all about the puzzles, Don't really buy it for the story, its cool and kind of interesting but I just enjoyed
relaxing and rolling through all the puzzles, worth the small price they're asking for a cool little experience.. So, this is actually a
1.13 patch\\mod from Jagged Alliance modders. That mean that the game changes are big, this is actually not Vanilla HD mod.
And the vanilla Jagged Alliance 2 is non-HD only. So here some of my thoughts:

1. You don't have to download the free 1.13 mod from the JA forums.
2. Changes to gameplay is ok, but this isn't an JA2 that new-comers should play.
3. To launch HD mod you have to do some manipulation, which is not good. Like, why i have to delete some files from game
data and download ddraw.dll fixes? Shame on developers.
4. Still, i'm a big fan of 1.13 mod, it have some perfect changes: you can create up to 8 characters in I.M.P, and the squad-size is
increased up to 10 mercs. More-mercs - more shooting - more shooting - more tactics. But option of creation full-custom party
is a big "maybe": you dont have to waste much money on A.I.M. mercs, but no fun from mercs dialogs and character.
5. Vanilla JA2 is still have low-resolution, yeah, you got me TopWare, i have two JA2 copy on steam, but with different
names...Oh, and i should remember this awesome 2CD version that i got in 2008.

Well, i'll recommend this "dlc" to lazy-gamers (as i am) that don't want to install anything, and just want to play. And strongly
not reccomend to others, this mod was free for a long time, if modders get some profits from it - that will be good, if not -
shame on developers.

Update #1 - Publisher removed the 1.13 mod from the store, so this dlc is not worth the money anymore.... Awesome Game
abount fighting ninja Ragdolls !
This game make me laugh.
11\/10. Why Isn't There American Units Or More FireFighting Game Any ways I Still Like It# With american Units Add Better
Interiors
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A very nice made TOWER DEFENSE Game !!!. Amazing fun!. MNC deserved love, instead it received a early death.. Funny
little timekiller. Surprisingly addictive.. The save issue has been fixed!
Enjoy this great simulation game and let's start create a beautiful Fireworks!!

I really like this simulator game, it's fun, but currently the save system in the game is bugged!
You might lost your progress just like how I lost my 5 hours progress.

I hope they get it fixed soon, until then play at your own risk.

Anyway, here's my piece
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=347511023
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